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DAY

DATE

SUNDAY

3 JUNE

THURSDAY

7 JUNE

SUNDAY

10 JUNE

THURSDAY

14 JUNE

SUNDAY

17 JUNE

THURSDAY

21 JUNE

SUNDAY

24 JUNE

THURSDAY

28 JUNE

SUNDAY

1 JULY

THURSDAY

5 JULY

SUNDAY

8 JULY

THURSDAY

12 JULY

SUNDAY

15 JULY

THURSDAY

19 JULY

SUNDAY

22 JULY

THURSDAY

26 JULY

SUNDAY

29 JULY

JUNE/JULY 2018
SERVICES

1ST SUNDAY AFTER
TRINITY

10 AM SUNG EUCHARIST
10 AM SAID EUCHARIST

2nd SUNDAY AFTER
TRINITY

10 AM SUNG EUCHARIST
10 AM SAID EUCHARIST

3RD SUNDAY AFTER
TRINITY

10 AM SUNG EUCHARIST
10 AM SAID EUCHARIST

4TH SUNDAY AFTER
TRINITY

10 AM SUNG EUCHARIST
10 AM SAID EUCHARIST

5TH SUNDAY AFTER
TRINITY

10 AM SUNG EUCHARIST

10 AM SAID EUCHARIST
6th SUNDAY AFTER
TRINITY

10 AM SUNG EUCHARIST
10 AM SAID EUCHARIST

7TH SUNDAY AFTER
TRINITY

Feast of St Peter and St Paul (June 29)

10 AM SUNG EUCHARIST

The Scottish Episcopal Church of
10 AM SAID EUCHARIST

8TH SUNDAY AFTER
TRINITY

St Andrew’s

10 AM SUNG EUCHARIST

Park Road

10 AM SAID EUCHARIST
9TH SUNDAY AFTER

Milngavie

10 AM SUNG EUCHARIST
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Rector

Rev Andrea Hagenbuch
1 Westbourne Drive,

0141-942-0029

Lay Reader

Fraser Gold

0141-956-3950

VESTRY
Secretary

Angela Rigg
101 Finlay Rise, Milngavie

0141-956-7242

Treasurer

Gordon Rutherford

0141-956-2879

Lay Representative

Tim Rhead

0141-576-7576

Members

Caroline Logan, Gail Ullrich,
Helen Paisley,
Laura Gormley

People’s Warden

Steve McVey

0141-942-0499

Website Co-ordinator

James Carrick

jimcarrick@virginmedia.com

Magazine Editor

Steve McVey

Steve.mcvey@talktalk.net

Child Protection

Freda Anderson

0141-955-0889

St Andrew’s is a registered charity in Scotland SC008683
Web Site : https://milngavie.church.scot
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Pastoral Letter
Rev. Andrea Hagenbuch, Rector

E

aster Day was celebrated this year
with much joy and enthusiasm. The
great Easter Hymns were sung with
gusto, we shared the Easter feast and
the church was beautifully decorated
with spring flowers. Afterwards we all
enjoyed our coffee and cakes with the
extra attraction of Easter eggs –
supposedly for the children!

village hall where we drank coffee and
ate cakes to the sounds of the choir –
all very jolly. We then proceeded to
the Lake of Menteith to jump on the
boat to the island. Such a peaceful and
beautiful spot – the sun even came out
for us while we ate our picnics. Home
was via a walk for the dogs and a cuppa
at the Ben Vue garden centre – aptly
named as that was exactly what it was!
The season of Easter has continued to
Thank you, Tim, for a very enjoyable
be observed and celebrated.
The
day out.
scriptures have focused on the stories
of the resurrection appearances and
the beautiful and moving discourse
passages from John’s gospel.
Spring has been late in arriving but in
the last few days there has been a
glimmer of hope as temperatures have
crept up and the sun has made one or
two appearances! After such a long and
cold winter, a warm bright summer is
On the Monday it was a beautiful day.
profoundly hoped and prayed for!
We had a friend staying and no other
In the past ten days various outings to commitments, so a decision was taken
the hills have been undertaken and to do The Cobbler. What a terrific walk
enjoyed.
that was – tremendous views over the
neighbouring hills and lochs and out
Two Saturdays ago, under the
into the estuary towards Arran. We
leadership of Tim, several of us set out
even manged a bit of scrambling at the
for a day at Inchmahome Priory on the
end!
Lake of Menteith. It was a cloudy day
to start with but despite this the views Wednesday saw the start of our West
of the hills were magnificent – very Highland Way walk. This year we
clear. The inevitable coffee stop was planned to walk from Tyndrum to
courtesy of the local singers at Killearn Kinlochleven over three days having
18
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Pastoral Letter

Vestry Notes

Rev. Andrea Hagenbuch, Rector
walk from Rowardennan to Tyndrum door back to Central Station. All in all, it
was a wonderful few days: great
over two days the year before.
company, amazing dramatic scenery
The first day was cold and breezy but at
despite the weather and brilliant food
least it was dry and bright, and we got
and accommodation! Thank you, girls,
to our destination with little drama and
for a fab time and look forward to the
in good spirits. The guest House - in
next trip! Great Glen Way perhaps?
Inveroran – was super. Originally built as
an Hotel in the 1800s it was full of cosy Back at church more work has been
charm and the food was surprisingly undertaken to complete the stunning
excellent. The dormitory arrangement banner. It should soon be finished and
was equally satisfactory and we all had a we all look forward to seeing it up and
comfortable night.
admiring the fruits of everyone’s labour!
The next day dawn misty and wet for
our trudge over Rannoch Moor but at
least it was atmospheric!
The
accommodation for the next night was
at the Glen Coe Ski Centre. A polar
opposite of the night before – budget
accommodation in a wooden pod – five
of us sardined together on narrow cots!
But at least there was a kettle for early
morning tea which I think most of us
were ready for before the dawn broke!
The evening had been fun as we had all
stumbled into a taxi to be conveyed
down the glen to the Clachaig Inn – a
cult bar for walkers and climbers.

Meanwhile we prepare to celebrate
Pentecost and Trinity Sunday. With all
the major festivals behind us, observed
and celebrated with appropriate praise
and joy we can now turn our attention
to the “Daily round and the common
task” of Christian life – referred to in the
liturgical year as “Ordinary Time”.
A time when we study, Sunday by
Sunday, the gospel accounts of Jesus’
earthly life – his teaching, healing and
itinerant ministry. In doing so we should
consider how our lives reflect his
witness. So, let us pray that the Holy
Spirit, brought to us at Pentecost, may
still inspire and work in us today to grow
the church and to encourage and
support one another and all who we
encounter on our journey.

Our final day saw no let up from the
mist and rain, but it was a bit brighter in
the afternoon as we scaled over the
Devil’s Staircase and into Kinlochleven.
We then had a great last night in a
Enjoy the summer!
splendid B and B in Ballachulish before
catching a bus right outside the front Andrea
4
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Summary of the Vestry Minutes from
the meeting held on 7th May 2018
Matters arising included feedback on
the first batch of prototype GDPR
returns and proposed amendments;
the summer fete will be a tea (no BBQ
as the very mention of the word
guarantees rain); reorganisation of the
library proposed and new St Andrews
pens have arrived for selling/
fundraising.
Work has been undertaken to the
chancel windows although these are as
yet incomplete.
The MCC next meets on Thursday, 10th
May to review the Holy Week services
and plan the Summer Praise service.
Andrea and Angela will attend the
meeting.
Safeguarding:
The Vestry thanked
Freda for her work on reporting to the
Diocese and completing the Provincial
Safeguarding Audit questionnaire.
Angela will email out to the MAP group
to arrange a meeting for 1st or 15th
July. The email will include a brief
indicating the purpose of the meeting.
Ideas would be sought once again from
the congregation after the meeting.
Anniversary cake
Calendar dates: Harvest Service and
17

Lunch- Sunday, 30th September; AGM
– Sunday, 14th October; Coffee
Morning – Saturday, 10th November
(tbc); Christ the King – Sunday, 25th
November; Patronal – Friday, 30th
November; Christmas
Lunch
–
Saturday, 15th December (tbc).
AOCB: Charitable giving – It was
decided to give £200 each to the Paul
O’ Gorman Leukaemia charity, to
Community Life Styles and to Doctors
without Borders . Hall charges – It was
agreed to maintain the current flexible
approach to charging. Hall cleaning –
Cleaning the floor after Sunday
refreshments would be introduced.
Date of next meeting: Monday, 13th
August 2018.

Magazine
The next issue of the magazine
will be issued on Sunday 29 July
2018, so may I have any articles
or photos/material etc. by the
preceding Sunday 22 July 2018
please - thank you!
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Charitable Giving

O

Lent Boxes

G

ur charitable giving this quarter is
ordon reported that the Diocesan
split
between
two
local
Account was credited with the
organisations and a national charity.
sum of £266,38 being the total of sums
raised in our Lent Boxes this year.
£200 to The Paul O'Gorman Leukemia
Research Centre which is part of the We are pleased to support the Bishop's
University of Glasgow’s Institute of appeal for MND Scotland (Motor
Cancer Sciences based at Gartnavel . To Neurone Disease) in memory of Chris
quote from their website this charity Zochowski, the former Diocesan
'carries out a programme of world class Secretary who died last year
science directed at understanding key
aspects of cancer cell behaviour and
GDPR
tries to translate these discoveries into
new
therapies
and
diagnostic/
For anyone that has been out of the
prognostic tools to help cancer
European Zone or has managed to
patients.'
avoid the news, has a broken television
£200 to Community Lifestyles—an or just been hiding under their beds in
organisation that supports adults with the last month or two, you may be
disabilities & long term conditions. They blissfully unaware of the coming into
support Christopher Logan to live in his force of the General Data Protection
own house in Whiteinch and many of Regulations (GDPR) which require every
you will have met and chatted to his organisation who holds or processes the
staff when they've brought him to personal data of others to account for
church and social events.
the way in which they hold that data.
£200 to Medecins Sans Frontieres who
in 2017 provided medical care in some
of the world's worst crises. From wars
in Yemen and Iraq, civil strife in South
Sudan and Nigeria, to epidemics and
natural disasters in Madagascar and
Mexico, MSF staff are on the frontline
saving lives. Their work goes on long
after the media's cameras have left.

That includes us as a church, so we
require your consent to hold such
information
as
we
have
on
congregational
members
(mainly
addresses , contact numbers and e mail
addresses), so Angela will shortly be
sending round information and consent
forms for you all to complete to ensure
that we comply.

Caroline
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W

e met up
on the
18th April to
discuss my book
choice ‘Nothing
to Envy: Real
Lives in North
Korea’ by the
American
journalist,
Barbara Demick.
The book was
based on her
trips to North Korea between 2001 and
2008 and her interviews of one hundred
North Korean defectors living in South
Korea or China. The book was published
in 2009 but updated to 2014. Given the
Winter Olympics recently held in South
Korea, it seemed to be a good time to
explore the mystery of North Korea.

of the famine forced previously loyal
and unquestioning citizens into illicit
black market activities, determined
concentration on individual survival and
defection in increasing numbers.

We had a lively discussion of the
individuals, the nature of living in such a
state and the experiences of states such
as West Germany and South Korea as
they absorbed and tried to integrate
defectors from their communist ‘other
half’. We met on a day that carried
news of the American Secretary of
State’s visit to North Korea over Easter
and heard subsequently of signs of
warming relations between the Koreas
and an impending summit with
President Trump. We wait to see what
will happen next…..

The next meeting is at Jan’s in Balfron
on Wednesday 23 May when we review
Demick focused on six of her
Andrew O’Hagan’s ‘Be Near Me’
interviewees; the stories of Mrs Sung,
her daughter Oak Hee, Mi-ran, Jun- Trapped in class hatreds, threatened by
sang, Dr Kim and Kim Hyuck, brought personal flaws, Father David begins to
discover
what
vividly to life the powers of the state,
happened to the
the worship of the Great Leader, the
ideals of his
collapse of the economy, the
generation.
desperation of the famine in the 1990s
Meanwhile
a
and the hardships of defection and rereligious war is
settlement. North Korean society
unfolding on his
emerged as based on hierarchy,
doorstep ... ...
secrecy, suspicion and rigorous control
of the information available to its
citizens. It seemed to be Orwell’s 1984
brought to life. The failure of an
isolated economy and the catastrophe
5
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Dorcas

A Special Birthday Treat

E

veryone came armed with an old
picture frame in April to up-cycle
into something useful like a jewellery
holder, a key safe or pinboard - there
was no shortage of ideas and the frames
of all different shapes and sizes were
transformed by the end of the session.

Looking ahead to the summer months in June we will be using polystyrene
blocks to imitate lino-cuts and design
greetings cards. On Thursday 14th June
Dorcas will be participating in a craft
In May on the day of the Royal wedding
drop-in at the Fraser Centre from 2pmin keeping with the mood of the nation
4pm as part of the Milngavie week activwe made some colourful summer
ities.
bunting from pretty floral fabrics. The
bunting will be used to decorate the In July we will be personalising a cotton
church for the flower festival on 8th and cloth bag using felt, beads, buttons,
braid and ribbons.
9th June.
We meet every third Saturday from
11am-3pm and you are welcome to
drop by and see what we are doing or
better still come and participate. Tea/
coffee and cake are provided. You can
follow us on facebook :
DorcasCrafgroup@StAndrew'sG62.

6
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T

owards the end of April, Pamela This is Pamela on the Windermere
and Gordon’s three daughters cable ferry…..and below with ‘natty
arranged a special family holiday looking’ husband.. and…...
weekend in the Lake District to
celebrate Pamela’s forthcoming big
birthday. I am not allowed to tell you
what birthday it was due to General
Data Protection Regulations, however
if you look very closely at the
photographs you may be able to work
it out for yourself..

We were staying in a Lodge House near
Hawkshead, only a hippety hop from
Beatrix Potter's house ‘Hilltop’, which
we all visited, and this photograph was
taken in Near Sawrey, the village in
which ‘Hilltop’ is situated. As you can
see, we were very fortunate with the ...this is your clue...
weather which made for a memorable
weekend.
15
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Coffee Duty

T

his is just a note to say how much
we appreciate those people that do
Coffee Duty every Sunday, as it is great
to be able to catch up with everyone
over a cup of coffee after the service. It
is something that often goes unnoticed,
as those on duty sneak commando style
out of the service early to put the
kettles on and prepare the Hall, and
afterwards do all the clearing away of
the thousands of dirty cups that
mysteriously appear every Sunday—but
we appreciate all they do—and the
provision of home baking is especially
appreciated.

Easter 2018

Bishop’s Retirement
Most of you will probably know this by
now but in case you missed it, Rt Rev
Gregor Duncan
announced
his
retirement as Bishop of Galloway and
Glasgow at Synod on 12 May. Gregor
has held the episcopate since 2010, and
has led our diocese with humility, a
very strong sense of faith, and a
mischievous sense of humour.

As a congregation we particularly
appreciated his support during our
period of transition and ‘graduation’ to
becoming an independent charge, and
which finally culminated in Andrea
becoming our Rector.

I noted that Wilma Williams who was
on coffee duty last Sunday , has taken
the role onto a whole new level
now...and demonstrated an artistic
aptitude that has until now remained
undiscovered..

E

aster Day 2018
started with our
traditional
dawn
service at Preacher’s
Brae. According to
Cairns’
Church
history,
services
were first held here on Barloch Moor in
1788, and having attended this service
very many times in the past, some
mornings I feel like I have been there
since the first one!

and coffee, and cereal for those of us
who cannot function without our
cornflakes..
After clearing up, a quick sprint home
and quick costume change and back to
church again for our Easter service…
We were particularly delighted to
welcome back Rosamund who we have
all missed
following her recent
operation, so it was great to have her
amongst us again.

Still, some 30 hardy souls turned up to
collectively scatter the wildlife and
furthermore
waken
the
nearby
residents from their slumber to learn
that Christ has indeed arisen..
As it was our turn to provide the
hospitality, our catering team went into
full gear again, Robert with his porage
(the debate over ‘porage’ and ‘porridge’
goes on) and piles of bacon rolls, hot tea

and finally a message from our Rector..

Thank You – I would like to say a huge

An artistic display that really takes
the biscuit….

14

thank you for my most generous Easter
gift from you all.

Now that (as he confirmed himself to
Synod) his health is steadily improving,
we wish Gregor a long and happy
retirement, and offer our prayers as
the process begins in the election of a
new bishop for the diocese.

JUNE/JULY 2018

It’s really too kind of you! But very
much appreciated – thank you and bless
you all. X
Drum Castle

Andrea
7
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Contemplative Walk—April

West Highland Way

O

ur last day took us up the Devil’s
staircase
and
down
into
Kinlochleven, which was not as daunting
as I had imagined.

Falkland Palace

estled at the foot of the Campsies,
the garden at Schoenstatt was an
excellent choice for our first
contemplative walk for 2018. on 25th
April. Five of us somehow managed to
escape the April showers (hailstones on
the drive home) to enjoy wandering
amidst the lush greens of a promised
summer.

But not before we enjoyed a dinner and
another few refreshments in the Laroch
Bar and Restaurant to celebrate our
achievement and the end of our trek!

We walked round Buachaille Etive
Mor—not over it!
The Devil’s Staircase was initially given
its name by the soldiers who were part
of the road building programme of
General Wade. The carrying of building
materials up that stretch of the road
was not popular!

The stations of the cross were a
reminder that we we were still in Easter
and the tiny chapel provided a
welcome warmth from the chill air. We

8

Fortunately we only had to negotiate
this climb once as our accommodation
was ahead of us. A beautiful rainbow
greeted us on our descent into
Kinlochleven and onto Ballachuilish
where we were to stay in a B & B on our
last night before returning home on the
bus back to Glasgow.

walked through the grounds and onto
the John
Muir trail towards
Strathblane, and with our walk and
contemplation complete we retired to
the Farrow residence where Liz had
much appreciated tea/coffee and
chocolate Easter bunnies waiting.

N

the workers at Kinlochleven the journey
to the Kingshouse Hotel proved to be
more difficult than many realised.
However if the journey to the pub was
difficult, the journey back was even
worse ….on unsteady legs…!

The name was perpetuated when some
of the workers building the Blackwater
Dam chose to travel to the nearest pub
after their wages had been paid out. For
JUNE/JULY 2018
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Contemplative Walk—April

West Highland Way
Rather than spend the evening in our Andrea who had the top bunk!
cabin, after several phone calls we
managed to track down a local with a
mini bus who very kindly took us to the
Clachaig Inn and Boots Bar where we
had dinner and one or two
refreshments….

Andrea—waiting for
someone with a ladder..
Or was it 3 or 4..?

We then got a lift back to our
‘accommodation’ which internally
looks a bit like a sauna, and when it is
full with five adults in it—it certainly
felt like
a sauna—particularly for
12

F

or those who haven't been before,
we meet at 10am, different location
each time, walk for an hour, and then
have coffee and chat afterwards, in a
convenient coffee stop. Although we
walk at the same time, we may not be
walking together, because we all tend
to walk at different paces. Some prefer
to walk quickly, and others like to take
things more slowly.

on the walk, which simply illustrates the
fact that we walk at different speeds!

'We shall meet on Wednesday 20th
June at 7pm, at Lochardinning, on the
right just before Strathblane as you
come from Milngavie, and we'll walk
along the side of the Loch, and then up
onto the moor, where the views should
be great. Afterwards, we shall drive to 5
Campsie Road, Strathblane for coffee
We also walk in silence, leaving space and cake. All are very welcome.'
to be aware of the beauty of creation
All are very welcome to join us, but it is
around us, and opening our hearts and
helpful to know in advance who is
minds and eyes to what the Lord is
coming.
saying, or showing, to us.
Transport can be arranged if needed.
The June walk will be in the evening as
we did last year - see photo below. Liz
Although you can only see one walker
on the path, there were actually 8 of us

Helen had the bottom
bunk—no ladder required

JUNE/JULY 2018
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West Highland Way

West Highland Way (2-5 May)

O

n 2 May, our team of intrepid
explorers set out on the next phase
of their endeavour to complete the West
Highland Way following their trek from
Rowardennan to Tyndrum last year. This
time it was to tackle the 28 mile section
between Tyndrum and Kinlochleven,
passing through Bridge of Orchy,
Rannoch Moor and Kingshouse and the
Devil’s staircase (with Andrea leading
obviously).
As part of the support team, all I had to
do was to collect some of the team from
their base at Fairways and take them to
the railway station at downtown Dalmuir
for St their
carriage to
Stephen’sconnecting
Cathedral
Tyndrum.
Angela’s husband John and I nearly gave
ourselves a hernia as we wrestled with
the girls’ luggage until we finally
managed to squeeze it all into the boot
of my car.
No doubt each case

contained an outfit for every kind of
10
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weather and lots of matching or
interchangeable
accessories
with
additional evening wear for the
hostelries en route…SJM

Rannoch Moor was bleak, and the
weather matched it! We were well
equipped however and we had plenty
of provisions with us including Andrea’s
amazing cake; Helen’s flapjacks and her
Clare’s Log
friend’s caramel squares, not to
The initial stages of the walk, from mention a large tin of my ‘Grannie’s
Tyndrum and into Bridge of Orchy was recipe’ buns! Just as well were walking
completed in fine weather and with all that off….
stops on the way for coffee and photo
We finally arrived at Glencoe in cold
opportunities galore! Descending into
wind and rain, and went to inspect our
Inveroran the scenery was just
luxury accommodation for the night…!!
stunning, and in fact we stayed at
Anyone got
a light?
Inveroran
Hotel
on the first night where This was going to be a squeeze...
we were had a wonderful meal and a G
& T or two..!
On the Thursday the weather was very
different—waking to drizzle, fog and
the prospect of Rannoch Moor
dampened our enthusiasm, however a
fabulous and massive breakfast set us
up for the day and our walk along the
old military road.
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